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The best football players in the Endorphina universe have gathered for the Champions Cup, ready to create an 

absolute Football Mayhem. It's the game we've all been waiting for — everyone is at the stadium cheering their 

team on, with hearts beating as one.  

Jerseys and football boots dominate the screen as soccer balls fly all over the stadium, and the referee holds on 

to his whistle, ready to reward the penalty kick! Who will give the winning goal and take the golden cup? 

Football Mayhem is a 5-reel 3-row slot with 25 paylines. Football players are top symbols and appear stacked in 

both the main game and Free Games. Depending on where the reel stops, you may see the whole top symbol 

or just a part of it. 3 Scatter symbols trigger 8 Free Games and only appear on reels 2, 3 and 4. Only the top 

symbols, Wilds, Scatters, and Bonuses appear on the reels during the Free Games. 

The Goalscorer Bonus Game is triggered by 6 or more soccer ball Bonus symbols. Prizes shown on the Bonus 

symbols can only be won during the Bonus Game. The triggering Bonus symbols move to the relevant positions 

of the Bonus Game grid. During the Bonus Game, the main game reels turn into a grid of 5x3 positions with a 

reel containing soccer ball Bonus symbols, golden ball Bonus symbols, silver ball Bonus symbols and empty 

cells. Bonus symbols landing on the reels remain in place, while empty cells with a customized pattern keep the 

reels spinning. Every soccer ball Bonus symbol shows the multiplier it may provide you - from x1 to x15. Golden 

or silver ball symbols hide one of the following prizes – a regular prize or a Jackpot of up to 150x total bets. The 

Bonus Game starts with 3 attempts and keeps going until a player runs out of attempts or finds all the reels 

covered with the Bonus symbols. Collecting all 15 Bonus symbols during the Bonus Game awards 1000x total 

bets – the Ultra Jackpot! 

Also, the Classic Risk Game allows you to double the winnings up to 10 times! 

Will your team win the championship trophy? May the best one win!  


